SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
ADDENDUM NO.4
Request for Quotation No.2137015
Water Services – Pipes, Valves, Fittings, etc.
Date: October 1, 2021
This addendum forms part of the contract documents and shall be read, interpreted, and coordinated with all
other parts. The costs of all work contained herein shall be included in the tender submission. The following
revisions, clarifications, changes, additions, or deletions supersede the information contained in the original
documents to the extent referenced and shall become part thereof:

Number of pages including attachments: 1
Item No.1
Question: Would you please extend the closing date by 10/10/2021? due to Covid-19 most of the
suppliers are working remotely.
Answer: The Regional District is extending the closing date and time from October 1, 2021 at 3:00 pm
to October 12, 2021 at 3:00 pm.
Item No.2
Question: What is meant by golden flow pipe? I am assuming this is used for water service tubing? We
would normally sell you the standard MST – Municipal Service Tubing. Or there is Ipex Gold901 HDPE.
Or there is flowguard which is a CPVC plumbing product.
Answer: response to follow in addendum no.5
Item No.3
Question: On the product information sheets are you looking for a spec sheet for every item or just
something that covers each type of item?
Answer: response to follow in addendum no.5
Item No.4
Question: the below fitting doesn’t exist. We would need to make this up with multiple fittings. We can either quote
this as N/A or include the price for all the pieces however I don’t believe this will be fair when comparing between
bidders as who knows what they are including.

6 TYT X 6 TYT X 8 FLG TEE
Answer:
Item No.5
Question: As current lead times are unprecedented throughout the industry what are you allowing for us to submit
in our bid for situations like this. We could put current lead times on there or we could put the normal standard lead
times as things should go back to normal I would like to think within the next 3 years.
Answer: response to follow in addendum no.5
Addendum No.4 is issued prior to receipt of submission and shall form part of the contract documents. The
revisions shall clarify the information contained in the original Proposal documents issued on September 17,
2021.
If you have any questions regarding the above, please contact the undersigned.
Vanessa Schilling, Purchasing & Risk Officer
Sunshine Coast Regional District
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